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Once a client claimed that he had given Fu-sen a dollar
but Fu-sen could not remember the order. Although
Fu-sen bore the responsibility for returning the
money, the client complained. As Fu-sen's powers
were thus gradually failing, Chi-fa was able to look
forward to succeeding him in his area.
The agent does not ask for any commission from his
clients for his service, nor make any profit therefrom,
except the periodical gifts and entertainments which
the stores in the town offer him. Therefore the price
of articles does not rise in passing through the hands
of the agent. If the villagers go to purchase directly
from the town, they may sometimes get worse and less
goods than if they buy through the agents. The
traders in the town may cheat the individual buyers,
but he cannot so treat the agents. This is not due so
much to the personal ability of the agent as to the com-
petition among the town traders to secure constant
customers. Most of the stores in the town depend on
the agent boats for their wide market in the villages.
Losing a single boat will mean a lot to the traders.
They try to keep old customers and attract new. Thus
the agents gain a favourable position in the transaction.
The existence of the agent boats has put the village
stores into a supplementary position. Village stores
cannot compete with the agent boats. They are too
small to order goods directly from big wholesale stores
in the cities, as the town stores do. They buy from
the town stores like the agent boats. But the agent
boats offer free services in buying while the village
traders have to make a profit from retailing. As shown
above, the village stores can only find a market in
articles which are urgently needed and those which are
too heavy to be transported by the agent boats.

